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Our purpose here is to show that it is possible to represent certain quantum 

mechanical evolution operators by path integrals with mathematically well-defined 

measures• For the Hamiltonians we consider here, this measure will be a Wiener mea- 

sure on phase space. To achieve this goal we exploit the overcompleteness of the 

coherent states. 

Coherent states are defined as 

Is> z Ip,q> ~ ei(pQ-qP) 10> 

e-½1zl 2 z A t 
e 10> , 

where I0> is the harmonic oscillator ground state, and where z ~ (q+ip)/~22 . 

In the SchrSdinger representation one has 

<xlz> = 7 -¼ exp lip(x-q/2) - (x-q)2/2]. (i) 

The overcompleteness of the coherent states is illustrated by the overlap function 

I I 12 <zlz'> = exp[- ~ Izl 2- ~ Is' + z*z'] 

which shows that these states are never mutually orthogonal. Nevertheless, one of 

the most useful properties of the coherent states is the "resolution of the identity" 

i = f ]z><zf d~ (2) 

1 
where d~ z ~ dp dq, integrated over ~2 . 

Equation (2) can be used to represent operators by means of their matrix ele- 

ments between coherent states. If B is a (bounded) operator, we can always write B 

as 

B = J Iz"><~"IBlz'><z'l d~"d~' (3) 

Due to the overcompleteness of the coherent states, many other functions can be 

found to replace <z"[B[z'> without invalidating (3). These functions form an equi- 

z v> valence class (labelled by B), a generic element of which we denote by <z"IB I E.C. 

and therefore 

B = J [[Z"><Z"IB[Z'>E.C. <Z' I d~"d~' (4) 
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The class of dynamical systems we shall consider here is given by the Hamilton- 

ians 

1 Q2 (t)Q H(t) = ~ (p2 + - i) + s 

The coherent state matrix element of the evolution operator can be written as a for- 

mal coherent state path integral I , 

<z",t"Iz',t'> ~ <z"IT exp[-i[H(t)dt]Iz'> 

lexp(iI{ ~ [p(t)Q(t)-q(t)~(t)] 

J 

1 q2 - ~ [p2(t) + (t)]-s(t)q(t)}dt)~dp(t)dq(t) . (5) 

The "volume element"~ dp(t)dq(t) does not define a genuine measure, and the right 

hand side of (5) should be understood as a limit I, 

<z",t"Iz',t'> = lim[...lexp(~{ ~ [pk(qk+l-qk)-qk(Pk+l-Pk )] 
s->O ~ 

1 2 _ 2]_ i 
- ~[(Pk+l-Pk ) +(qk+l qk ) ~ ~(qk+l-iPk+l)(qk+iPk ) 

i 
- ~ sk[qk+l+qk+i(Pk+l-Pk ) ] }) ~ (dPkdq k/2~) 

We claim that it is however possible to write a path integral over a genuine 

measure for a member in the same equivalence class as <z",t"Iz',t'> in the fashion 

f <z" , t " l z ' , t ' >E .C .  = 2~r exp( {( -~ +-u ) [p( t )~t ( t ) -q( t )p( t ) ]  

1 (i+ I 1 [s2(t)- ~2] _ _~ 7) [p2 (t)+ q2 (t) ] - 

- s(t)[(i+ 1 1 7)q(t)+--~ p(t)]}dt)dPw(p) dPw(q) , (6) 

where each Pw is a Wiener measure, and ~ can be arbitrarily chosen in ~+ (every ~>0 

leads to a member of the equivalence class). For p the measure is pinned at the 

initial point p' and at the final point p", and is normalised such that 

dPw(p) = [2~(t"-t')] = exp{-(p"-p')2/[2~(t"-t')]} ; 

the Wiener measure for q is defined entirely analogously. The integrand in (6) is a 
t 

well-defined stochastic integral. For example, the term l(pq-qp)dt should be under- 
P £ J 

stood as Ipdq-lqdp ; since p and q are independent stochastic variables all proce- 
J J 

dures to define these integrals are equivalent. The construction of (6) exploits 

well-known properties of the harmonic oscillator eigenstates and of the Weyl operators. 

Note that while there are similarities between the integrands in (5) and (6), some 

coefficients are different: we have a coefficient (~o+z ±) for (p$-q~) in (6) instead 

of~_t=~ in (5), and - I~(i + ~) for (p2+q2) instead of - ! . Moreover an extra term 

~Idt[s2(t)-~2] appears in (6) (we assume s to be 2 square integrable). 

Some further remarks regarding this construction are: 
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I 
i. One can incorporate the term - ~(p2+q2) in the integrand in (6) into the 

Wiener measures, and so write <z",t"Iz',t'> as an integral over an associated 

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck measure. 

2. For t"-t' ÷ ~ , with ~ fixed, the equivalence class function <z",t"Iz',t'> 
E.C. 

converges to the matrix element <z",t"Iz',t'> ; this happens whatever the fixed 

value is assigned to ~ . Hence (6) gives a genuine path integral expression 

for the matrix element <z",t"Iz',t'> in the limit when the time interval 

diverges. 

3. Alternatively in the limit ~ ÷ ~ , with t"-t' fixed, the equivalence class 

function <z",t"]z',t'>E.c. COnverges to the matrix element <z",t"Iz',t'> . This 

result may be heuristically seen since (6) formally converges to (5) in the 

limit ~ ÷ 

4. One can use (i) and (4) to write the matrix element <x",t"Ix',t'> as a well- 

defined path integral, 

<X",t"Ix',t'> = I<x"Iz"><z" t"Iz' t'>E.c.<Z, lx,>d~"d~, 

Carrying out the integral over p, <x",t"Ix',t'> is then expressed as a path 

integral over a Wiener measure in q alone; the integrand, though very compli- 

cated, is still a well-defined stochastic integral. 

5. An analogous construction holds for other kinematical systems as well. In 

particular, for spin systems, special spin coherent state matrix elements in 

the equivalence class of the evolution operator for certain systems may he 

expressed as a path integral involving Wiener measure on the surface of the 
3 

unit sphere. 
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